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CeRh2As2 has recently been reported to be a rare case of a multiphase unconventional superconductor
close to a quantum critical point (QCP). Here, we present a comprehensive study of its normal-state
properties and of the phase (I) below T0 ≈ 0.4 K which preempts superconductivity at Tc ¼ 0.26 K.
The second-order phase transition at T0 presents signatures in specific heat and thermal expansion but none
in magnetization and ac susceptibility, indicating a nonmagnetic origin of phase I. In addition, an upturn of
the in-plane resistivity at T0 points to a gap opening at the Fermi level in the basal plane. Thermal
expansion indicates a strong-positive-pressure dependence of T0, dT0=dp ¼ 1.5 K=GPa, in contrast to the
strong-negative-pressure coefficient observed for magnetic order in Ce-based Kondo lattices close to a
QCP. Similarly, an in-plane magnetic field shifts T0 to higher temperatures and transforms phase I into
another nonmagnetic phase (II) through a first-order phase transition at about 9 T. Using renormalized
band-structure calculations, we find that the Kondo effect (TK ≈ 30 K) leads to substantial mixing of the
excited crystalline-electric-field states into the ground state. This allows quadrupolar degrees of freedom in
the resulting heavy bands at the Fermi level which are prone to nesting. The huge sensitivity of the
quadrupole moment on hybridization together with nesting causes an unprecedented case of phase
transition into a quadrupole-density-wave state at a temperature T0 ≪ TK , which explains the nature of
phases I and II.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Unconventional superconductivity (SC) was first dis-
covered in a heavy-fermion (HF) compound with tetragonal
centrosymmetric structure, CeCu2Si2 [1]. This system, as
all other unconventional superconductors, shows single-
phase superconductivity at ambient pressure. The only
well-established exception to this is UPt3 [2–4]. In this
material, SC develops within a weak antiferromagnetic

(AFM) order which could be responsible for phase multi-
plicity [5,6].
A route to realize multiphase SC has been theoretically

proposed for spin-singlet quasi-two-dimensional multilayer
superconductors in which the combination of Rashba-
type spin-orbit coupling and magnetic field leads to two
superconducting order parameters separated by a first-
order phase transition in field [7]. This scenario seems
to be realized in the recently discovered—tetragonal
but locally noncentrosymmetric—HF superconductor
CeRh2As2 (Tc ¼ 0.26 K) [8]. Superconductivity emerges
from a non-Fermi-liquid (NFL) state, i.e., C=T ∝ T−0.6 and
ρðTÞ ∝ ffiffiffiffi

T
p

, suggesting proximity to a quantum critical
point (QCP) as usually observed in HF systems [9]. Recent
As-NQR experiments have detected internal fields at
temperatures near Tc, pointing to an additional AFM order
[10]. Moreover, a hump in specific heat at T0 ¼ 0.4 K,
higher than Tc, was observed, which likely signals some
nonidentified order [8]. It is therefore of fundamental
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importance to understand the normal-state properties and to
identify possible phases which could compete or coexist
with superconductivity in CeRh2As2.
We report here a comprehensive study of CeRh2As2

based on measurements of the resistivity, specific heat,
thermal expansion, magnetostriction, magnetization, and
torque done on several single crystals. These are comple-
mented by renormalized-band-structure (RBS) calculations
[11–14] using the Dirac-relativistic band-structure code
[15]. In the past, these calculations have been proven to
agree extremely well with experimental data of strongly
correlated electron systems [16–18]. We show that super-
conductivity is preempted by a nonmagnetic phase (I)
evidenced by signatures in specific heat and thermal
expansion at T0 ≈ 0.4 K in zero field and by an upturn
in resistivity at T0 suggesting a gap opening at the
Fermi level. The analysis of thermal expansion and
specific heat data using the Ehrenfest relation results in
a strong-positive-pressure dependence of T0, dT0=dp ¼
1.5 K=GPa. This is in contradiction with the negative-
pressure coefficient expected for magnetic order in
Ce-based Kondo lattices close to a magnetic QCP. With
T0 ¼ 0.4 K and dT0=dp ¼ 1.5 K=GPa, T0 would be sup-
pressed at a negative pressure of only −0.27 GPa. This
result indicates that CeRh2As2 is close to a quantum critical
point, but a very unusual one for a Ce-based Kondo lattice
since the ordered state occurs on the high-pressure side of
the QCP. Similarly, an in-plane magnetic fieldH⊥ shifts T0

to higher T, in contrast to the negative field dependence
expected for an antiferromagnetic order. At μ0H⊥ ¼ 9 T,
we observe a first-order phase transition to a second,
nonmagnetic ordered state (phase II) with an even larger
positive dT0=dH.
Although our experimental techniques cannot directly

reveal the order parameter of both phases, our experimental
and theoretical results suggest that they are multiorbital
in nature despite the tetragonal crystalline electric field
(CEF) having a Kramers doublet as the ground state
(cf. Supplemental Material [19]). This is surprisingly pos-
sible here because the Kondo temperature is very close to the
energy of the CEF first excited state, which hybridizes
strongly with the ground state allowing quadrupolar degrees
of freedom in several heavy bands. Because these bands are
also prone to nesting, this situation allows an unprecedented
case of “quadrupole-density-wave” (QDW)order, in analogy
with the recently proposed “metaorbital” transition [20].
We present first all experimental results and then discuss

the possible nature of the new phases I and II. Several
normal-state properties of CeRh2As2 have already been
presented and discussed in Ref. [8]. Our new results are
consistent with those, and the same features are observed
in all samples studied here. Information about all samples
and batch numbers B1, B2, and B3 can be found in the
Supplemental Material [19].

II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A summary of the zero-field data on a sample from B3 is
presented in Fig. 1. The specific heat CðTÞ versus T shows
a weak but clear hump starting at T0 ¼ 0.4 K and a second-
order superconducting phase transition at Tc ¼ 0.24 K
similar to what was observed in Ref. [8]. Because of the
weak signature at T0, we employ thermal expansion
measurements as another thermodynamic probe to confirm
the presence of a phase transition. We measure the thermal
expansion coefficients along the c axis αk ¼ 1=lk × ∂l=∂T
and in the plane α⊥ ¼ 1=l⊥ × ∂l=∂T. α⊥ðTÞ is positive
in the whole T range, whereas αkðTÞ changes sign near T0

and Tc. The volume thermal expansion coefficient βðTÞ ¼
αk þ 2α⊥ is, however, overall positive as expected for a
Ce-based Kondo-lattice system at T < TK [21], where TK
is the Kondo temperature estimated to be about 30 K for
CeRh2As2 [8]. This is because βðTÞ ¼ −kTð∂S=∂pÞT
(kT ¼ compressibility), and in Ce-based Kondo-lattice (KL)
systems at T < TK , ∂S=∂p is negative because increasing
pressure enhances TK , which results in a decrease of S at a
given T. On the contrary, below a putative magnetic order at
a temperature Tm, βðTÞ is expected to be negative since Tm
decreases with increasing pressure in Ce-based Kondo
lattices close to a magnetic QCP [22,23].

FIG. 1. T dependence of the (a) specific heat CðTÞ, (b) linear
and volume thermal expansion coefficients α⊥ðTÞ, αkðTÞ, βðTÞ,
and the (c) Grüneisen parameter ΓðTÞ. The vertical gray lines
indicate the onset of the transition at T0 and Tc. Measurements
done on samples from B3 (l⊥ ¼ 2.24 mm and lk ¼ 0.73 mm).
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Both coefficients αkðTÞ and α⊥ðTÞ show steplike anoma-
lies at Tc as expected for a second-order phase transition.
The jump is weak and positive in α⊥ðTÞ but pronounced
and negative in αkðTÞ, as sometimes observed in other
HF superconductors like CeIrIn5 [24]. Across T0, αkðTÞ
exhibits a clear positive increase (approximately equal to
1.6 × 10−6=K), but only a very weak feature is detected in
α⊥ðTÞ. The total jump in βðTÞ is as large as that at Tc
implying that we also have a second-order phase transition
at T0. The strong anisotropy in the thermal expansion
coefficients is very rare and implies that T0 is suppressed
for a uniaxial stress only along the c axis. Using the
Ehrenfest relation dTc=dp ¼ VmolTcðΔβ=ΔCÞ (Vm ¼
molar volume), we obtain dTc=dp ¼ −0.21 K=GPa and
dT0=dp ¼ 1.5 K=GPa (see Fig. S5 in the Supplemental
Material [19]). So, the pressure dependences have opposite
sign, as commonly seen in KL systems close to a QCP at
which magnetic order is replaced by a superconducting
state. However, in strong contrast to all known Ce-based
QCP systems, the p dependence of T0 is positive, which
implies that the order associated with T0 is stabilized by
pressure, not suppressed as expected and observed for
AFM order. With T0 ¼ 0.4 K and dT0=dp ¼ 1.5 K=GPa,
T0 should completely be suppressed at a negative pressure
of −0.27 GPa, while Tc should be slightly enhanced only
by about 57 mK at this negative pressure. Thus, this
analysis based on the Ehrenfest relation indicates that in
the TcðpÞ − T0ðpÞ phase diagram of CeRh2As2 the p
dependence is inverse compared to presently known
Ce-based KL superconductors. This reversed p dependence
is a strong indication that the order associated with T0

cannot be a standard AFM order, in agreement with the lack
of signature in ac susceptibility at T0 (see Ref. [8] and
Fig. S4 of the Supplemental Material [19]).
A fundamental quantity in KL systems is the Grüneisen

parameter ΓðTÞ ¼ kTVmolβðTÞ=CðTÞ. The ratio between
thermal expansion and specific heat reflects the pressure
dependence of the characteristic energy of the system [25].
Since in KL systems close to a QCP the magnetic ordering
temperature as well as TK are strongly pressure sensitive,
their Grüneisen parameter is usually very large and shows a
strong T dependence. This can thus be used as a powerful
analyzing tool [25–28]. ΓðTÞ of CeRh2As2 is shown in
Fig. 1(c). As expected, it is quite large with a strong and
complex T dependence. The latter property is certainly
connected with the two competing orders at T0 and Tc.
Remarkably, ΓðTÞ is positive in the whole T range studied
here, as in paramagnetic Ce-based KL systems. This
implies that the dominant interaction has a positive p
dependence, suggesting that the dominant interaction that
governs the p-dependent properties of CeRh2As2 might
still be the Kondo exchange, i.e., the hybridization between
4f and conduction electrons, as in standard KL systems,
but with a different nature of the ordering at T0. Thus,
combining the analysis of the Grüneisen ratio with the
analysis of the Ehrenfest relation indicates that increasing

the 4f hybridization stabilizes the ordering at T0. A
further notable result is that the T dependence of ΓðTÞ
above T0 does not show any evidence for the divergence
expected at a QCP. Instead it seems to decrease logarith-
mically with decreasing T. Only well below Tc it seems to
increase with decreasing T reaching values of about 20,
sometimes observed in other HF superconductors [21,24].
Since other properties as, e.g., the NFL behavior seen in
the specific heat supports the closeness to a QCP, the
absence of a well-defined divergence in ΓðTÞ and its
complex T dependence might be the result of multiple
competing phenomena.
We then investigate the effect of an in-plane magnetic

field H⊥ on the properties of CeRh2As2 in order to gain
more information about the phase associated with T0.
This is summarized in Fig. 2 in which we plot the resis-
tivity ρðTÞ, the electronic specific heat coefficient
½CðTÞ − CNðTÞ�=T, and the in-plane thermal expansion
coefficient α⊥ðTÞ at different μ0H⊥. We first analyze ρðTÞ
measured on the same sample of Ref. [8] and shown in
Fig. 2(a). As explained in Ref. [8], the drop due to SC in
ρðTÞ is found at a higher temperature (0.39 K) than the Tc
detected in specific heat or susceptibility. This is ascribed to
inhomogeneity in the material as known from other HF
systems [29,30]. This effect prevents us from seeing which
feature ρðTÞ may exhibit at T0 ¼ 0.4 K. Fortunately, since
T0 increases with increasingH⊥ while superconductivity is
suppressed at μ0Hc2 ≈ 2 T (cf. Fig. 4), we can detect and
follow the signature at T0 for μ0H⊥ ≥ 2 T. In Fig. 2(a), the
resistivity ρðTÞ measured with μ0H⊥ ¼ 2 T shows a clear
change in the slope starting at T0 ¼ 0.4 K. This is con-
firmed by a plot of the temperature derivative dρðTÞ=dT vs
T (see Fig. S3 of the Supplemental Material [19]). While
ρðTÞ ∝ ffiffiffiffi

T
p

above T0 (see Fig. S2 in Supplemental Material
[19]), it shows a slight upturn below T0, also visible at
higher fields of 3 and 6 T. At 3 T the value of ρð0.1 KÞ is
increased by more than 19% compared to the value
extrapolated from ρðTÞ above T0. This kind of signature
is generally observed at spin-density-wave (SDW) [31] or
charge-density-wave (CDW) [32] phase transitions and
indicates the opening of a gap at the Fermi level caused
by nesting. Since the current is applied in the basal plane of
the tetragonal structure, this implies that the propagation
vector of the order parameter below T0 has a component
within the basal plane.
The upturn in ρðTÞ disappears for μ0H⊥ ≥ 10 T, after

which we observe a broad crossover from ρðTÞ ∝ ffiffiffiffi
T

p
into

a Fermi-liquid-like behavior ρðTÞ ∝ T2 [see fit on 12 T
curve in Fig. 2(a)]. The crossover temperatures coincide
with phase-transition temperatures observed in thermal
expansion and specific heat (cf. Fig. 4). In contrast, the
evolution of the shape of the anomalies in ρðTÞ and
CðTÞ=T with increasing field differs remarkably. In ρðTÞ
the kink at T0 is most pronounced in the field range
2 ≤ μ0H⊥ ≤ 8 T. On the other hand, the small kink
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discernible in CðTÞ=T at T0 in zero field [Fig. 2(b)]
becomes weaker with increasing field so that in the
range 3 ≤ μ0H⊥ ≤ 10 T only a broad hump is visible.
But surprisingly, at even higher fields it sharpens again and
for μ0H⊥ ≥ 10 T becomes a well-defined maximum in
CðTÞ=T. This is corroborated by the behavior of α⊥ðTÞ in
fields H⊥ ≥ Hc2 shown in Fig. 2(c). The steplike increase
of α⊥ðTÞ at T0 is well pronounced at these fields and
increases with increasing field remaining positive for
H⊥ ≤ 8 T. But for H⊥ > 8 T, it shows a distinct drop to
negative values [see inset of Fig. 3(a)], as it is expected,
e.g., for a second-order phase transition from a para-
magnetic state into a magnetically ordered phase, like in
the SDW phase of CeCu2Si2 [17]. This behavior is the first

indication of a magnetic-field-induced phase transition at a
field of about 9 T.
For this reason, we measure the H⊥ dependence of

the magnetostriction coefficient λðHÞ ¼ 1=μ0l0 × ∂l=∂H,
resistivity ρðHÞ, magnetization MðHÞ, and torque
τðHÞ ¼ M ×H. The results are summarized in Fig. 3.
We clearly observe a first-order phase transition at
μ0Hcr ¼ 9 T in the form of a large peak in λðHÞ
(Δλ ≈ 2.0 × 10−6=T), a drop in ρðHÞ, both with
clear hysteresis, and a very small upturn in MðHÞ
(ΔM ≈ 0.003 μB=Ce) which is better identified in the
derivative dMðHÞ=dH. All features vanish at T ≥ 1 K
(gray points). The clear sign change in α⊥ðTÞ at the
transition temperature for H⊥ ≥ Hcr [inset of Fig. 3(a)]

]
[

FIG. 3. Field dependence of (a) the magnetostriction coefficient
λðHÞ, (b) resistivity ρðHÞ, (c) field derivative of magnetization
dMðHÞ=dH, and (d) torque τðHÞ=H with fieldH⊥ applied within
the basal plane. The inset of panel (a) shows the T dependence of
the in-plane thermal expansion coefficient α⊥ðTÞ for fields
μ0H⊥ ≥ 8 T. Measurements done on samples from B2.

onset

FIG. 2. T dependence of the (a) resistivity ρðTÞ, (b) electronic
specific heat coefficient ðC − CNÞ=T, and (c) linear thermal
expansion coefficient α⊥ðTÞ. CN is the nuclear contribution to
the specific heat. Green and red arrows indicate Tc and T0,
respectively. Measurements done on samples from batches B1
and B2 with H⊥ perpendicular to the c axis.
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and the peak in λðHÞ at Hcr definitively rule out a
Lifshitz-like transition [33] or a kind of metamagnetic
transition [34,35] and could indicate a transition into a
magnetically (purely dipolar) ordered state. However, the
very weak features in MðHÞ, τðHÞ, and ρðHÞ point to a
phase transition into another multipolar phase possibly with
induced weak dipolar moment. This is corroborated by the
lack of features in χðTÞ for H⊥ ≥ Hcr (see Fig. S4 of the
Supplemental Material [19]). The field-induced transition
is first order as expected when there is a change from one
order parameter to another.
We present now the T −H⊥ phase diagram in Fig. 4. It

summarizes our experimental results on samples from
batches B1 and B2, together with those (superconducting
phase SC1) already presented in Ref. [8]. We omit some T0

points from CðTÞ between 5 and 9 T since the transition is
too broad to allow us to identify a well-defined transition
temperature. In zero field, CeRh2As2 undergoes a phase
transition at T0 ≃ 0.4 K into a nonmagnetic phase I and
then into a superconducting phase SC1 at Tc ¼ 0.26 K.
We do not find signatures of any other transition. T0

increases with an in-plane field H⊥ at a rate of about
0.04 K=T up to the critical field μ0Hcr ¼ 9 T after which it
increases much more steeply at about 0.14 K=T. At this
critical field, a vertical, first-order phase boundary separates
phase I from another phase II whose primary order
parameter is also nonmagnetic. Thus, this line corresponds
to a sort of “metamultipolar” transition. The point ðTcr ¼
0.7 K; Hcr ¼ 9 TÞ at which this vertical phase boundary
meets the T0ðHÞ boundary corresponds to a tricritical point.

We discuss now the possible nature of the two phases I
and II and their possible relation to SC. Specific heat and
especially thermal expansion data provide clear evidence
for the presence of a bulk thermodynamic second-order
phase transition at T0. In such a Kondo lattice one would
usually assume T0 to indicate AFM order. However, this is
in disagreement with several experimental results: no
related features in the susceptibility and magnetization
(cf. Ref. [8] and Fig. S4 of the Supplemental Material [19])
and the positive pressure and magnetic field dependence of
T0. The latter property immediately suggests a quadrupolar
or a more complex multipolar order. On the other hand, this
positive field dependence of T0 contradicts a valence
transition as well as a structural CDW transition, which
would anyway be very unlikely at such a low T0.
Multipolar ordered states are observed in Ce-based

systems with cubic CEF symmetry arising from the
quadrupolar degrees of freedom of a quartet ground state
as in CeB6 [36–38] or Ce3Pd20Ge6 [39]. But in CeRh2As2
the tetragonal CEF splits the J ¼ 5=2 Hund’s rule ground
state of Ce3þ into three Kramers doublets jΓðiÞ; τi, i ¼ 0, 1,
2, that have only a spin degree of freedom τ ¼ �. A
determination of the CEF scheme (see Supplemental
Material [19]) puts the first and the second excited CEF
doublets at Δ1 ≃ 30 K and Δ2 ≃ 180 K above the CEF
ground-state doublet, respectively. Thus, at T0 ≃ 0.4 K
only the CEF ground state is populated, which does not
bear a quadrupolar degree of freedom, and therefore,
quadrupolar or multipolar order should not be possible.
A quadrupolar order arising unexpectedly from a

similar tetragonal CEF was found in YbRu2Ge2 [40] at
T0 ¼ 10.2 K. In this compound, the small level splitting
Δ1 ≈ 12 K ≈ T0 allows effective intersite interactions
between the multipole moments of the CEF levels to
induce a quadrupolar order parameter [41]. In such a case,
the ordering temperature can hardly be below Δ1=2. While
CeRh2As2 has a similar Δ1 ≃ 30 K, T0 ≃ 0.4 K is almost 2
orders of magnitude lower than that, making this scenario
very unlikely for our case. But, there is another energy scale
which plays a fundamental role in CeRh2As2: the Kondo
temperature TK ≈ 30 K [8], which has been shown to
affect the quadrupole moment of CEF-split 4f states
[42–45]. As Δ1 ≃ TK , the formation of the heavy-Fermi-
liquid state leads to a significant admixture of excited CEF
states to the low-energy states. This is revealed by our RBS
calculations whose main results are shown in Fig. 5.
Of particular interest is the expectation value of the
quadrupole moment Q which depends on the differences
in the population of the Kramers doublets. The influence
of the Kondo effect can be seen in Fig. 5(d) in which
we compare the variation with temperature T of QðTÞ ¼
P

ΓðiÞ;τ hΓðiÞ; τj3J2z − J2jΓðiÞ; τinfΓðiÞτðTÞ for a Ce impu-
rity in a dilute magnetic alloy in the presence of the
Kondo effect (TK ¼ 30 K, nf ¼ 0.9, full line) and in
the local moment regime (TK ¼ 0, nf ¼ 1, dotted line).

FIG. 4. T −H⊥ phase diagram of CeRh2As2. The points on the
phase diagram are extracted from measurements performed on
samples from B1 and B2 which show the same Tc and T0. The
point ðTcr ¼ 0.7 K; Hcr ¼ 9 TÞ is the tricritical point at the end of
the first-order boundary which separates phase I from phase II. If
error bars are not displayed, they are smaller than the symbols.
The points for the SC Tc were first published in Ref. [8].
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The calculations employ a simple approximation to the
noncrossing approximation [42,43] for the Anderson model
impurity Hamiltonian in the limit of large Coulomb
repulsion U. The choice of the low-temperature 4f valence
in the Kondo regime nfðT → 0Þ enters mainly as an overall
scale. In the low-temperature limit T → 0, the Kondo effect
strongly affects both the sign and the magnitude of
QðT → 0Þ. We also include two curves for TK ¼ 20 and
45 K, which correspond to the TK limits set by the analysis
of the entropy [8]: This shows that the change in hQi is not
very sensitive to variation in TK within this range. Thus,
due to the strong mixing of the excited CEF doublets into
the ground state, the quadrupole moment becomes a
property which even at T ¼ 0 is very sensitive to change
in the hybridization. That opens a door for quadrupolar or
multipolar ordering.
The characteristic admixture of excited CEF states is also

evident in the coherent heavy quasiparticles jnki of band
index n and wave numberkwhich form in a periodic Kondo
lattice.The expectationvalues hnkj3J2z − J2jnki in the states
at the Fermi surface (FS) are strongly k dependent as shown
in Figs. 5(b) and 5(c). This demonstrates that quadrupolar
degrees of freedom play an important role for the ground-
state properties ofCeRh2As2.Moreover, pronounced nesting
features are seen from the intersections of the FS with the
basal plane kz ¼ 0 [Fig. 5(b)] and the top plane kz ¼ π=c
[Fig. 5(c)]. So, if nesting occurs then the associated quad-
rupolar degrees of freedom will be affected. This property
could link the observed opening of a gap in the plane at T0

with the transition observed in thermodynamic probes, as we
discuss above.
The results of these theoretical calculations, i.e., the

strong change in the quadrupole moment induced by the
Kondo exchange, the large variation of the expectation
value for the quadrupole moment across the Fermi surface,
and the strong nesting properties of the Fermi surfaces,
suggest a possible scenario which reconciles all observed
properties: a quadrupolar or multipolar density wave
(QDW) based on itinerant heavy 4f electrons. This is a
very unusual scenario. To the best of our knowledge, it has
never been proposed before. It requires very specific
properties of the 4f electrons, which, however, are all
fulfilled in the case of CeRh2As2: a significant strength of
the Kondo interaction, an energy splitting to the first
excited CEF doublet of the same size of the Kondo scale,
a strong variability of the expectation of the quadrupole
moment across the Fermi surface, and nesting features of
the Fermi surface. Within this scenario, the unexpected and
very unusual positive pressure dependence of T0 can easily
be explained. Without doubt, pressure shall enhance the
hybridization between 4f and conduction electrons in
CeRh2As2 as it does in all known Ce-based HF systems,
and is suggested by the positive Grüneisen parameter. That
should increase the change in the quadrupole moment
at T ¼ 0 as well as its sensitivity to hybridization, thus

FIG. 5. Interplay of the Kondo effect and quadrupolar degrees
of freedom for the low-energy excitations in CeRh2As2. In the
figures, B44 > 0 is chosen for the CEF scheme (see Supplemental
Material [19]). Assuming B44 < 0 leads to qualitatively similar
results (see Supplemental Material [19]). (a) Quasiparticle FS as
given by the RBS method for B44 > 0. Only half of the Brillouin
zone is shown to reveal the FS structure. The characteristic
features are two strongly corrugated cylinders (yellow) along
Γ − Z, a Γ-centered closed surface (green), as well as corrugated
cylinders (brown) along axes parallel to A-M. The yellow FS
sheets belong to one band, and the green and brown FS sheets
belong to another band. Several critical points in the vicinity of
the Fermi energy EF indicate the possibility of Lifshitz tran-
sitions. The sign of B44 affects the topology only weakly. (b),(c)
Pronounced nesting features are seen from the intersections of the
FS with the basal plane kz ¼ 0 and the top plane kz ¼ π=c. The
vector τ indicates a possible nesting vector between the particlelike
(red part) and the holelike (blue part) Fermi surfaces, which could
be responsible for the formation of the QDW. The k-dependent
expectation values of hnkj3J2z − J2jnki ¼ hnkjO20jnki highlight
that quadrupolar degrees of freedom should play an important role
in this material. (d) Variation with temperature of the quadrupole
moment of the single-impurity Ce 4f shell in the Kondo regime
(TK ¼ 30 K, nf ¼ 0.9, full line) differs both qualitatively and
quantitatively from its counterpart in the local moment regime
(TK ¼ 0, nf ¼ 1, dotted line). We also include two curves (gray
lines) for slightly different values of TK to show that the results are
similar, i.e., robust against small variation of TK .
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promoting an itinerant QDW. On the other hand, the
positive field dependence of T0 is likely due to the same
mechanism as in standard, local quadrupolar ordered
systems: There, the quadrupolar order is stabilized by a
field-induced magnetic moment.
Another interesting example with a similar situation is

YbSb [46,47]: A nonmagnetic transition at TQ ≈ 5 K
shows indications of quadrupolar order, although its
CEF ground state is a Kramers doublet and the first excited
state is atΔ1 ≈ 170 K. Attempts to explain this transition as
a localized quadrupolar order induced by mixing of high
excited CEF levels failed to reproduce the low ordering
temperature and the weak field dependence because of the
too large difference between Δ1 and TQ [48]. Since some
features suggest that the hybridization between the 4f and
the conduction electrons is significant also in YbSb, the
hybridization might be the key ingredient to understand its
quadrupolar order as in CeRh2As2.
The antiferroquadrupolar phase (AFQ) in CeB6 has

been suggested to be driven by nesting as well [49,50],
but there is a fundamental difference between the QDW
state in CeRh2As2 and the AFQ phase in CeB6 (and
similar systems). In CeB6—because of the cubic crystalline
structure—the ground state has quadrupolar degrees of
freedom without need of hybridization, whereas in
CeRh2As2 the Kramers doublet ground state has no
quadrupolar degrees of freedom and acquires them only
through hybridization. So, the QDW state in CeRh2As2 is a
purely itinerant effect, in contrast to the AFQ state in CeB6

in which the quadrupolar moments can be considered as
local. In CeB6, the hybridization is important in the sense
that it enters the Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida interac-
tion between the local quadrupoles [51] being there-
fore responsible for the choice of the ordering wave vector
(π, π, π) of the AFQ phase due to strong nesting at this
wave vector [49].
We might have in CeRh2As2 an uncommon quadrupolar

order of itinerant 4f states induced by a strong 4f-
conduction electron hybridization which mixes excited
CEF states into the ground state. In standard Ce- or Yb-
based Kondo lattices, usually only the CEF ground state is
relevant and taken into account for the properties at low T.
In contrast, in this new itinerant QDW state the excited CEF
levels are crucial. Thus, it presents some analogies to the
recently proposed metaorbital scenario [20], in which at
higher pressures a strongly correlated 4f state is formed not
out of the CEF ground state, but with the excited CEF state
when the hybridization of this excited state is much
stronger than that of the CEF ground state. We note that
an unusual ordered state, with a very unusual phase
diagram presenting some analogy to that of CeRh2As2,
and where very likely excited CEF states are involved, has
recently been observed in the tetragonal Kondo lattice
CeCoSi [52]. As for CeRh2As2, the Ce site does not present
inversion symmetry, while the overall structure is

centrosymmetric. At zero pressure, CeCoSi exhibits
AFM order at 9 K, but under pressure, a new ordered
state appears with an ordering temperature T� shooting up
to 38 K at a pressure of merely 1.2 GPa. Increasing pressure
further to 2.2 GPa suppresses completely all ordered states,
resulting in a strongly hybridized paramagnetic Kondo
lattice. Recent NQR and NMR results proved that the state
forming at T� cannot be a dipolar order, instead a yet
unidentified unusual kind of multipolar order was proposed
[53]. However, inelastic neutron results and specific heat
data put the first excited CEF doublet at 125 K above the
ground-state doublet, making a standard quadrupolar order
at 38 K impossible [54]. Therefore, a further interaction is
required to stabilize multipolar order under such condi-
tions. Since this unusual phase appears under pressure only
slightly before the onset of the highly hybridized para-
magnetic state, hybridization is expected to play an
important role.
Concerning the nature of the high-field phase II in

CeRh2As2, some insights can be gained from experimental
observations: The large positive slope dT0=dH precludes
the main order parameter to be a dipolar AFM one. The
absence of any anomaly in the ac susceptibility (Fig. S4 in
Supplemental Material [19]) and the observation that the
signature of the transition becomes sharper with increasing
field exclude a dipolar FM order parameter. The large
positive slope dT0=dH and the vertical first-order phase
boundary at μ0Hcr ¼ 9 T with a large anomaly in the
magnetostriction are reminiscent of observation in quad-
rupolar ordered systems like, for example, Ce3Pd20Si6 [55].
In these systems, the field-induced magnetic moment
couples to multipolar degrees of freedom, inducing new
multipolar states which are stabilized by an increasing
magnetic field (see, e.g., Ref. [56] about PrPb3). Similar
experimental features have been observed, e.g., in
Ce0.5La0.5B6: In this compound, the crossover to phase
IV is characterized by a large maximum inC=T in zero field
(similar to what we see at T0 in CeRh2As2), and a magnetic
field Hk½110� induces a very sharp phase transition from
the AF octupolar (phase IV) into the AF quadrupolar phase
(phase II) [38]. As in CeRh2As2, the transition temperature
in the high-field phase increases steeply with increasing
field, and all magnetic features observed at the critical field
are weak. This strong similarity obviously suggests that the
transition at μ0Hcr ¼ 9 T in CeRh2As2 marks the change to
a different multipolar order parameter stabilized by the
field-induced magnetic moment. In contrast to the situation
in CeB6, in CeRh2As2 the ordering multipolar degree of
freedom must be a highly itinerant 4f one.

III. CONCLUSION

To conclude, the present study confirms that the
superconducting state in the locally noncentrosymmetric
Kondo lattice CeRh2As2 is preceded by an ordered state,
phase I, with a transition temperature T0 ¼ 0.4 K above
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Tc ¼ 0.26 K. Phase I changes into a second phase II
through a first-order phase transition at an in-plane mag-
netic field of 9 T. Both phases present unusual features
which are incompatible with the usually expected dipolar
magnetic order. Instead, all experimental results, as well as
RBS calculations, point to a unique case of quadrupole-
density-wave order in phases I and II. This is made possible
in CeRh2As2 by a comparatively large TK and a small
crystal field splitting, which results in a very strong mixing
of excited CEF doublets into the ground-state doublet. As a
result, the heavy bands acquire quadrupolar degrees of
freedom, which together with strong nesting properties
open the way for quadrupolar density waves. The Pauli-
limited superconducting phase SC1 is entirely included
within phase I (see Fig. 4). If the order parameter of phase I
was originating from completely localized 4f states, then
one would expect coexistence of SC and phase I with only
limited interference, as, e.g., in the rare-earth borocarbides
[57]. But there is no doubt that the 4f electrons are strongly
delocalized in phases I and II of CeRh2As2. Then one
would expect a strong interference between SC and phase I
if, e.g., the SC gap and the gap of phase I opens on the same
sheet of the Fermi surface. However, right now there is no
clear experimental evidence of how the SC state and phase I
are interacting.
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